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PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS/INFORMATION
Description: Westview High School was a new school construction in San Diego. NTD architects had a vision to form
out various areas in the project; a large main courtyard, piano keys, a paint palette, basketballs, and theatre masks that
would lead directly into the designated buildings. Traditionally, this would require separate pours of integral color
concrete. Just constructing the paint palette would have required eleven colors and eleven pours of integral color
concrete. The owners and architects found themselves on a road that the budget would not allow them to pursue.
Bomanite Con-Color was the solution. The surface was given a sand finish. Designated areas were saw-cut then the Concolor was applied to different sectors. With the use of 16 Con-Color shades, Bomanite Licensee, T.B. Penick brought the
architect’s design to life. The results are magnificent. The main courtyard features a circular feather pattern colored in
Franciscan Red and Jet Black. Yellow Haze was used to form basketballs heading toward the gym as well as the paint
palette. The paint palette itself is an architectural masterpiece featuring 14 colors altogether. Assorted hues were used to
paint stools that from overhead would just look like dabs of paint on a palette. The piano keys followed suit as the raised
keys were colored black, and the contrasting ground colored white. As you can see, the design options that Con-Color
provides are limitless. Bomanite Con-Color allowed both the contractor and architects to achieve their goals. The
contractor maintained the budget, the architect, the design

San Diego, CA

PROJECT DESIGNER
NTD Architects

INSTALL COMPLETED
September 2002

SQUARE FEET
116,736

BOMANITE SYSTEMS
Bomanite Toppings System - Patene Artectura
Con-ColorTinted Sealers

BOMANITE LICENSED CONTRACTOR
T.B.Penick & Sons, Inc.
15435 Innovation Drive, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92128
TEL: 858-558-1800
FAX: 858-558-1881
Website: www.tbpenick.com
Email: frank@tbpenick.com
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